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chinese educators learn at BYU hawaii
by richard timms

twenty eight educators from keelungkeelingKeelung materials in the campus english skills
taiwan visited brigham young university center
hawaii campus for five days august 101510 15

of schedule ofin spite a busy meetings
to attend an orientation seminar held on

the educators also wideenjoyed a varietycampus the group of elementary andjuniand juni-
or of other activities they experienced stu-

dent
high school principals and teachers was on

life first hand living in the studentthe first leg of a 15 day trip to the united
dormitories as well as eating and talkingstates sponsored by the keelungkeeling city
with students in the cafeteria and elsewheregovernment to learn more about the ame-

rican educational system especially in the on campus not only did the group learn
while in laie they also taught explainingsecond lan-

guage
area of teaching english as a

about life and education in taiwan they
also spent a day at the polynesian cultural

where learned about thecenter they morewhile on campus the educators attended
cultures of the pacific islands and touredlectures on the american educational
other scenic of oahubahuareassystem and experienced ESL from a stu-

dents point of view in classes taught by
BYU HC instructors they also received after their stay in laie the group went
a general orientation to the field of TESL on to los angeles las vegas and san
as well as to the universitys enenglishalish lan-
guage

francisco there they learned more about
institute program by ELI direc-

tor
the united states before returning to

lynn henrichsen then they enjoyed keelungkeeling with many memories of their
a hands on experience with TESL experience in america
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attentive principals and teachers visit BYU HC english skills center
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visitors enjoyed attending educational lectures and experiencing TESL materials first hand
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educators examined indiviindividualizeddualiduaildualizedzed english learning programs with interest
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richard timms abyuabaua BYU HC TESL student from indiana explains english teaching materials

to a visiting chinese educator story on page 50
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address correction requested

are you moving the special mailing rate which helps keep expenses low enough
that the TESL reporter can be sent to you free of charge does not provide for
forwarding if your address changes please notify the TESL reporter of the change
before you move if possible so that you wont miss an issue




